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upon domestic workers from the Philippines and the 
Caribbean. In chapter four, Judy Fudge 
demonstrates how organized resistance in Ontario 
resulted in securing collective bargaining rights for 
domestic workers in 1993, only to be reversed by 
the provincial conservative government in 1996. 
Chapters five by Elvir and chapter six by Velasco 
document the experiences of two domestic activists, 
recounting their encounters with wealthy employers 
and intimidating immigration bureaucrats. 
The anthology spans the systematically 
(and racially) stratified admission of domestic 
servants into Canada since the nineteenth century, 
with each essay uniquely exposing oppressively 
racist, sexist and classist characteristics of the 
capitalist society. In Velasco's chapter, one brief but 
compelling paragraph speaks volumes about the 
institution that prides itself on its democratic 
platform: "Canada is not the compassionate country 
it portrays to be internationally. Domestic workers 
are not here for humanitarian reasons. It's not from 
the bottom of their hearts that the government wants 
to help us. This is posturing. It is difficult 
sometimes for many domestic workers to recognize 
that we are here because they need us. There is a 
need to be met" (163). While these particular words 
are directed at the state, the subtextual message goes 
out to the female employers of domestic workers. 
As bell hooks says: "the contemporary feminist call 
for sisterhood, the radical white woman's appeal to 
black women and all women of colour to join the 
feminist movement, is seen by many black women 
as yet another expression of white female denial of 
the reality of racist domination, of their complicity 
in the exploitation of black women and black 
people" (1994, 102). With that in mind, what both 
these volumes implicitly ask, but fail to pursue in 
the end is, "what are we going to do about it?" 
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Black women's history in North America 
has been recently enhanced by the publication of a 
number of biographies of "Black women who made 
a difference." Jane Rhodes' book on Mary Ann 
Shadd Cary aims to restore an important foremother 
to the forefront of popular and academic 
consciousness. Mary Ann Shadd Cary, journalist, 
schoolteacher, abolitionist, suffragist and lawyer 
emerges as one of the nineteenth century Black 
women who fulfilled the requirements for Black 
foremother and hero. Perhaps more than any Black 
woman who lived in nineteenth century Canada, she 
has left behind many written records of her life. 
Rhodes looks at Shadd's life and various 
careers in both the United States and Canada, and in 
so doing advances our knowledge of the life of this 
important pioneer, especially during her American 
years, before and after the Civil War. Two of 
Rhodes' more important contributions to our 
knowledge are her discussion of the ways that 
Shadd fought racism and sexism, and the important 
awareness Shadd had that Black women's gender 
was racially constructed. Her explorations of 
Shadd's involvement in the suffragist movement is 
also groundbreaking. But while trying to restore 
Shadd to her "rightful place," Rhodes has either 
ignored (or suppressed) significant information that 
would reveal the complexity of Shadd's life and 
actions. Foremothers, when they are found, 
sometimes appear with embarrassing flaws. 
Historians, at times, disconcerted by the fact that 
their subjects are really quite human, consciously or 
unconsciously pay little or no attention to evidence 
that reveals the unsavoury aspects of their subject's 
character. Rhodes is guilty of this. She has written 
a "great woman" biography and by using such 
methodology naturally valorizes Shadd and her life. 
Central to Rhodes' discussion of Shadd's 
Canadian years is the now-contested thesis, 
advanced by Daniel Hill and others, that Shadd was 
an integration ist and anti-begging champion par 
excellence.' This thesis has been presented as the 
reason Shadd clashed with Henry Bibb. But such an 
argument is untenable. No Black abolitionist at the 
time can be described as either "integrationist" or 
"segregationist." Such a dichotomy is unhelpful if 
we are to understand the complexities of Black 
abolitionist thought.2 Shadd opposed the Refugee 
Home Society, a land settlement project established 
by Bibb to help fugitives buy land, on the grounds 
that the RHS was open only to fugitives and that it 
utilized the begging system to raise funds. Shadd 
also charged the RHS with fraud without presenting 
a shred of evidence. Jane Rhodes herself naively 
repeats Shadd's accusations without seeming aware 
that Shadd had presented no evidence, something 
that historians take great pains to marshal and 
present. Yet, ironically, at the same time that Shadd 
was vigorously criticizing and condemning the 
RHS, she was openly supporting the Buxton colony 
led by Rev. William King, who himself "begged" 
funds to stabilize his colony. The Buxton settlement 
was also established for fugitive slaves. This 
contradiction in Shadd's thought and action is never 
explored by Rhodes. 
In my view, Shadd's attack on the RHS 
settlement was racist and classist. She was incensed 
that only fugitives could buy land from the 
company, and not once thought of the difficulties 
fugitives endured in settling in a new and hostile 
country. Most free Blacks, like Shadd, on the other 
hand, did not have to surmount the many hardships 
faced by escaped slaves. Shadd went so far as to 
suggest that the vote be denied the Black men of the 
RHS because they were "riff-raffs." This was some 
time before Elizabeth Cady Stanton made the same 
suggestion with regard to Black American men after 
the passage of the Fifteenth Amendment which gave 
them the vote.3 
Despite the flaws of the book, Shadd's 
accomplishment cannot be overlooked, and Rhodes 
has made sure that her readers will remember them. 
Shadd was a notable "first" in many areas. She was 
the first woman in Canada to own, edit, and publish 
a newspaper, the first woman to recruit troops for 
the American government during the Civi l War, and 
the first Black woman to pursue law studies. She 
was in more ways than one a pioneer and as such 
must be given her due by historians. 
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